
• Sometimes call the Law of Karma
• Every cause/action has a specific effect
• Every effect has a specific cause
• This law is all about our choices

• According to the basic Sanskrit definition of 
karma, it simply means “action”.

• Our present is the consequence of past choices.
• Some consequences are the result of karmic 

choices that started in a past live. 



Working with The Law of Cause and Effect 

There are 2 kind of Actions: 

• Actions that bring us into Alignment 

• Actions that take us out of Alignment

When we take an Aligned Action we create an Align Consequence

When we take a Misalign Action, we create a Misalign Consequence

Congruent Congruent

Incongruent Incongruent



How do I know if an action is align?

Actions need to be aligned with: 
1. Our Intention (you have free will)
2. Who we are and are designed to create

Step 1: get clear about the intention

Step 2: make a list of planned actions

Step 3: for each action, ask The Creator if it is align with: 1. your intention 2. who you are at the soul level

Proactive approach: work with the law of Cause and Effect to see what you action would create

Connect to the 7th plane: Creator it is commanded to be brought to the Law of Cause and Effect on the 6th plane
If I choose A, what would be the consequence of this choice? Thank you, It’s done x 3.
Imagine two mirrors. One of your right with the choice A and one on your left with the consequence of that choice.

After taking action: work with the law of Cause and Effect to see what you action has/is creating

Connect to the 7th plane: Creator it is commanded to be brought to the Law of Cause and Effect on the 6th plane
Last time I choose A what was the consequence? Witness the answer.



How do I know if I was right?

Watch the consequence and course correct accordingly. This is how you master being the creator of your life

When we attract positive consequences we don’t reflect back so much but when we attract unpleasant consequences we 
question ourselves.

Keep in mind that we tend to attract 2 kind of unpleasant consequences

1. Misaligned Consequences: these are the results attracted from misaligned cause/choice. 

1. Unpleasant Aligned Consequences: these are situations that need to happen for our reality to shift to what we want.

For example: you asked (your intention) to have more energy and started making aligned choices to be more energized. 

A client that you don’t enjoy working with fires you. That is a diselective consequence. A person or circumstance that is
diselecting from your life so you create your intention. 

You can ask The Creator: Is this unpleasant situation, Diselective or Attractive (the consequence of misaligned cause)? 



TIP: make decisions based on where you want to be not based on where you are now!

Hard decisions, Easy life,  Easy decisions Hard life. 



Muscle Test: 
1. I know how to know what I want
2. I know how to recognize which choices are in alignment with my 

intentions
3. I know how to recognize which choices are in alignment with my soul 

blueprint
4. I know how to make aligned choices
5. I have the courage to make the right choices for me
6. I know how to discern which choices are right for me
7. I know how to allow my truth to guide my actions
8. I know how to take responsibility for my choices
9. I know how it feels to know that I am the creator of my life
10. I know how it feels to know that I am an empowered being
11. I know how to feel empowered



Clearing work

• Where is this coming from? Your parents? Your ancestors?
• How does it serve you to have this belief?
• What virtues have you learnt by having this belief? 

Downloads
• The virtues are learnt and completed
• I know how to keep the benefit without the limiting belief
• Change the belief and provide relevant downloads to you and the past life you / 

ancestors / younger self



Past
• Choice 1

Present
• Consequence 1

• Choice 2

Future
• Consequence 2





May 11 - 12 
18:30 – 21:00

May 15 - 16 

May 28 - 30 

May Courses



June 14 - 15 

June 26 - 27

June 12 – 13 * 

June Courses



July 17 - 19 

July 28 - 29 

July Courses

July 28 - 29 



Channelled message from the Law of Cause and Effect
I am the law that connects past, present and future through action. I operate in the physical plane,
without you even realizing it. However despite the fact that I operate in the physical plane, you can connect to me 
energetically to peek into the future. It is your connection through me that allows you to get a sneak peek of what you are 
creating, before it’s too late.  By tasting your recipe before its cooked it allows you to adjust the flavours to your desired 
taste.

You can view me as a virtual design drawings of your kitchen, before you send it to production. It allows you to see the 
final product before you create it and change it as needed.

You were not put in this world to try to figure it out all by yourself using your mind only. Me and some other laws are here 
to assist you in the process of creating your best life with ease and grace. We are also here to make sure that people 
realize how powerful they are, that they are the creators of their lives and  that for each action, they create a 
consequence.

Did you know that not only you can ask me what is the consequence of your actions but also if you wish to attract a 
certain consequence what action do you need to take? The reason I can answer that is because I can look into my archives 
at your creative process and previous projects and codify pretty much like an artificial intelligence computer your unique 
creative algorithm, which allows me to reverse engineer for you as well.  
You are here to: 
“Live as a human but create as a divine being” 



“Live as a human but create as a Divine Being” 
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